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Abstract- This paper describes how the rich available data from patient’s medical records can be clustered 

and hidden information can be retrieved out of it. We first collect the 49 patient’s medical records, use 

annotators to extract the text based on symptom occurred and medical drug name. The fetched text are 

clustered and stored in a file. When a combination of medical terms taken from medical documents is given 

as a query through the search engine shows the clustered documents. We use MetaMap and Medex as 

annotators for extracting the symptom names and the pharmaceutical names. For clustering the fetched data 

we are using the multi view NMF, which is a clustering technique. 

Keywords:- multi view NMF, Metamap, Medex, document clustering. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is a process of extracting the hidden data from the large set of data to extract the feasible 

pattern. There are many types of data mining. One of the techniques among them is the clustering technique. 

Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group are more similar 

to each other than to those in other groups (clusters). It is a main task of exploratory data mining, and a common 

technique for statistical data analysis, used in many fields, including machine learning, pattern recognition, 

image analysis, information retrieval, bioinformatics, data compression, document clustering and computer 

graphics. Cluster analysis itself is not one specific algorithm, but the general task to be solved. It can be 

achieved by various algorithms that differ significantly in their notion of what constitutes a cluster and how to 

efficiently find them. Popular notions of clusters include groups with small distances among the cluster 

members, dense areas of the data space, intervals or particular statistical distributions. Clustering can therefore 
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be formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem. The appropriate clustering algorithm and parameter 

settings (including values such as the distance function to use, a density threshold or the number of expected 

clusters) depend on the individual data set and intended use of the results. Cluster analysis as such is not an 

automatic task, but an iterative process of knowledge discovery or interactive multi-objective optimization that 

involves trial and failure. It is often necessary to modify data preprocessing and model parameters until the 

result achieves the desired properties. 

 One application of clustering technique, ie the document clustering is explained in this paper. 

Document clustering involves the use of descriptors and descriptor extraction. Descriptors are sets of words that 

describe the contents within the cluster. Document clustering is generally considered to be a centralized process. 

Examples of document clustering include web document clustering for search users. 

The application of document clustering can be categorized to two types, online and offline. Online 

applications are usually constrained by efficiency problems when compared to offline applications. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 First, we pre-process clinical notes to identify words and sentences from clinical notes. During the pre-

processing, we use section annotator to identify different sections for each clinical note. The section annotator 

depends on the section header information from clinical notes. We also use negation annotator to remove 

negation symptom and medication names. Pre-negation is negation words like avoid, deny, cannot, without, and 

so on. Post-negation is negation words like free, was ruled out, and so on. After pre-process, we use symptom 

annotator based on the Meta Map to extract symptom names from clinical notes. 

Meanwhile, we use medication annotator based on MedEx System to extract medication names from 

clinical notes. We use MetaMap to extract symptom names from clinical notes. MetaMap is a program that 

maps biomedical texts to concepts in the UMLS Meta-thesaurus. Since Meta map returns all types of concepts, 

we only keep these concepts related to symptom names, such as concept labeled as “sosy,” which represents 

“sign and symptom.” We use MedEx system to extract medication names from clinical notes. 

 

Advantages 

1. By using symptom names and medication names, the clustering performance can be improved. 

2. It also indicates that multi-view NMF can achieve better results than NMF. 

 

Unsupervised learning algorithms such as principal components analysis and vector quantization can 

be understood as factorizing a data matrix subject to different constraints. Depending upon the constraints 

utilized, the resulting factors can be shown to have very different representational properties. Principal 

components analysis enforces only a weak orthogonality constraint, resulting in a very distributed representation 

that uses cancellations to generate variability. On the other hand, vector quantization uses a hard winner- take-

all constraint that results in clustering the data into mutually exclusive prototypes.  

It has been shown that non negativity is a useful constraint for matrix factorization that can learn a 

parts representation of the data .The nonnegative basis vectors that are learned are used in distributed, yet still 
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sparse combinations to generate expressiveness in the reconstructions .In this submission, we analyze in detail 

two numerical algorithms for learning the optimal nonnegative factors from data. 

We formally consider algorithms for solving the following problem:  

Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) Given a non-negative matrix V, find non-negative matrix 

factors Wand H such that: V~WH (1)  

NMF can be applied to the statistical analysis of multivariate data in the following manner. Given a set 

of of multivariate n-dimensional data vectors, the vectors are placed in the columns of an n x m matrix V where 

m is the number of examples in the data set. This matrix is then approximately factorized into an n x r matrix 

Wand an r x m matrix H. Usually r is chosen to be smaller than nor m, so that Wand H are smaller than the 

original matrix V. This results in a compressed version of the original data matrix.  

What is the significance of the approximation in Eq. (1)? It can be rewritten column by column as  

v ~ Wh, where v and h are the corresponding columns of V and H. In other words, each data vector v is 

approximated by a linear combination of the columns of W, weighted by the components of h. Therefore W can 

be regarded as containing a basis that is optimized for the linear approximation of the data in V. Since relatively 

few basis vectors are used to represent many data vectors, good approximation can only be achieved if the basis 

vectors discover structure that is latent in the data.  

Some of the applications of Non matrix factorization are:- 

 Text Mining for Email Surveillance 

 Electronic Mail Sub collections 

 Term Weighting 

 Document clustering. 

Our contributions in this paper are:  

1) We present a system for extracting symptom/medication names from clinical notes. 

2) We apply multi-view NMF to evaluate the effects of using medication/symptom names to improve the 

clinical documents clustering results. 

3) We fetch the data from search engine by sending the query. 

 

Fig 1.Overview of Designed System 
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The execution of the methodology is shown below: 

In this paper 49 set of patient’s records were taken to extract the symptoms occurred and medical drug 

name. The extraction of the data is shown below: 

 

Fig 2. Extraction of medical drug name and symptom(record 0-5) 

 

Fig 3.Extraction of medical drug name and symptom(record 6-11) 
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Fig 4. Extraction of medical drug name and symptom(record 12-17) 

 

 

Fig 5. Extraction of medical drug name and symptom(record 18-23) 
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Fig 6. Extraction of medical drug name and symptom(record 24-29) 

 

 

Fig 7. Extraction of medical drug name and symptom(record 30-35) 
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Fig 8. Extraction of medical drug name and symptom(record 36-41) 

 

 

Fig 9. Extraction of medical drug name and symptom(record 42-48) 
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Clustering of the documents 

 

Fig 10.Clustering of documents(cluster 0-31) 

It shows that the first record is in the first cluster, second record in the third cluster and so on. 

 

Fig 11. Clustering of documents(cluster 32-48) 

 After the documents are clustered the query is sent through a search engine so as to retrieve the 

clustered data on the basis of symptom occurred and medical drug name from the patient’s medical record. 
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Fig 12. Home page to enter credentials 

 

 

Login credentials are entered. 

 

Fig 13. Credentials Entered 
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Fig 14. Search Terms sent as query 

 A search terms are the medical terms observed from the medical records which are sent as an query.In 

the above the search terms given are diabetes mellitus and glaucoma. 

 

Fig 15.Clusterd data on the basis of medication and symptom for a given query. 
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Fig 16. Clustered data on the basis of medication and symptom for a given query obesity and insomnia. 

The above screen shot depicts the clustered data for the search terms obesity and insomnia. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 This paper explains about the document clustering done by the technique Multi-view NMF based on 

the symptom occurred and medical drug name taken from the patient’s medical records. The medical records 

which are of rich text are taken into account in order to find the hidden information from them. In this approach 

we first extract the nouns by removing the negation annotators and fetch the nouns. The text fetched is further 

for clustering using the NMF clustering technique. The clustered data is stored which can be used further to find 

the symptoms occurred and the medical drug name with similarity when a query is passed through the search 

engine which is useful in the healthcare sector especially at medical transcription sector. 
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